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•Working with drawings

•Discussing dimensions and precision

•Describing design phases and procedures

• Resolving design problems

What is meant by design?

(= the collective word for all the information that’s given in order to 
produce or build something)  

What is meant by drawing? 

(=a type of picture that has been drawn in order to present design 
information). 

In engineering, most designs consist of a set of several drawings. 

In engineering, the term has a technical meaning, for example design 
engineer, design calculations, design team, design phase, design fault.  

In general English, design is also used in an artistic sense, for example 
fashion design and interior design.

Do task 1. 

Do task 2a at home. 

Do task 2b
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EXPLODED VIEW OF COMMON STARTER MOTOR

An exploded view  shows all parts of the assembly and how they fit together  
A schematic diagram represents the elements of a system using 
abstract, graphic symbols rather than realistic pictures 

Fluid level control schematic diagrams

elevation 

exploded view 

cross-section

schematic

note 

specification
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Language note 

general arrangement drawing = shows the layout of a whole assembly or 
structure, but does not give details of smaller individual components 

detail drawing= shows one or more smaller components in detail. Usually, 
general arrangement drawings have notes on them which give references to 
related detail drawings. For every general arrangement drawing, there are 
usually several related detail drawings.  

Look at this web link 

http://keralahomedesign.blogspot.com/2009/05/beautiful-house-elevation-
designs.html 

Do task 2c 

Answers 

• general arrangement: plan, elevation 

• detail: exploded view, cross-section 

Do task 2d 

Answers  

elevation

cross-section 

plan

schematic 

exploded view 

Do task 3a  

Answers  

The scale is the ratio between the size of items shown on a
drawing, and their actual size (in reality). A scale rule has
several scale allowing dimensions to be measured on a
drawing, to determine the actual size.
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Note 

The golden rule in engineering is not to scale off drawings. Although
drawings should be drawn to scale, there may have been inaccuracies in
the drawing or printing process, which could lead to inaccurate
dimensions being measured, especially in situations where dimensions
need to be very precise. Generally, only dimensions that have been
specified in writing on the drawing should be used. If dimensions are
not specified, it is normal practice to request the information from the
engineer who produced the drawing.

Do task 3b at home

Do task 3c 

 Is this drawing to scale?= Do the dimensions correspond with a 
scale ؟

 It’s one to five. = The dimensions on the drawing are one fifth of 
their real size .

 … you shouldn’t scale off drawings … = You shouldn’t measure 
dimensions on a drawing using a scale rule and take them to be 
exact. 

 … it’s actual size, on a full-scale drawing … = The dimensions on 
the drawing are the same as their real size. 

Discussing dimensions and precision 

Do task 6a  what is meant by precision and accuracy

Answers : The words mean how exact something is, for example how 
closely the sizes of manufactured items match their designed size. 

Tolerance: permissible limit(s) of variation 
in an object 
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Measurements and Measuring Systems 

• What millimeter is used to measure = a unit for dimensions, in 
metric.  

Give examples of other metric units 

commonly , give dimensions in engineering and relate their values: 

• 10 millimetres = 1 centimetre

• 1,000 millimetres = 1 metre

Which of the dimensions are used most often in engineering? 

Millimeters are generally used as they are the most precise and 
practical unit. 

Centimeters are not usually used in engineering. 

Meters are only used for: 

very large dimensions in civil engineering. For example, 65 cm would 
normally be expressed as 650 mm, and 4.8 meters as 4 800 mm. 

Do you know any other system for measuring, apart from the metric one? Do 
they know the missing words? 

25.4 millimeters = 1 _______ (inch) 

12 inches = 1 ________ (foot) 

3 feet = 1 __________ (yard) 

The other system is imperial which is used mainly in the United States. Although 
the UK uses imperial units on road traffic signs and in many everyday contexts, 
British industry uses metric units. International aviation and shipping still uses 
imperial, for example in aviation altitude is always expressed in feet and 
horizontal distances in nautical miles (= relating to ships, sailing or sailors).  

Smaller fractions of inches can be expressed 

as 1/2, 1/4, 1/8, 1/16 and 1/1,000 of an inch. 

Do task 6b 
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Answers 

1. A superflat floor has a much flatter surface. It’s finished more 
precisely than an ordinary concrete floor. 

2. Ordinary slabs can be flat to ±5mm. Superflat slabs can be flat to 
within 1mm. 

3. Slight variations in floor level can cause forklifts to tilt(=move 
into a sloping position), causing the forks to hit racks or drop 
items. 

Look at this video http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=cxooRLfC-70 

Tolerance

Do task 6c 

Answers 

Tolerance is the acceptable difference between ideal designed size and actual size. 

• In machining and assembly processes, it is impossible to achieve entirely precise 
sizes. A degree of tolerance is always required.

Do task 6d 

1 within             3 tight 

2 plus; minus    4 outside

Note 

A tight tolerance can also be referred to as a close tolerance. The opposite of

a tight tolerance is a loose tolerance. Tight and loose tolerances are relative,

depending on the situation. For example, in concreting, ± 1 mm would be

considered a tight tolerance(extremely accurate and difficult to achieve,

given the material), whereas in many metalworking applications, ± 1 mm

would be considered a loose tolerance, as metal can be machined to within

a few hundredths of a millimeters.

• Do task 6e 

Look at some pictures of forklifts 

• http://www.google.ps/search?hl=ar&site=imghp&tbm=isch&source=hp&biw=1
024&bih=567&q=forklift&oq=fork&gs_l=img.1.0.0l10.3562.10781.0.14781.6.6.
0.0.0.0.328.1140.2-3j1.4.0...0.0...1ac.1.5.img.sy7c8ioOHvU&safe=active 

• Do task 6f 
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Answers 6f
Difference in meaning: Plus or minus 1mm means the size may vary by a maximum of 1

mm either side of the ‘ideal’ dimension. As an example, if the diameter of a steel bar is
specified as 100 mm ±1 mm, the diameter may be a maximum of 101 mm at its widest
point and 99 mm at its narrowest point. Since the total variation can be 1 mm either side
of the 100 mm ‘ideal’ (between 99 mm and 101 mm), the maximum total variation
between the widest and narrowest points is 2 mm. However, no point must be further than
1 mm either side of the ‘ideal’ size. Within 1 mm describes only the total variation in size.
This means the size may vary by a maximum of 1mm above the ideal dimension (as long

as no point is below the ideal dimension) or it may vary by a maximum of 1mm below
the ideal dimension (as long as no point is above the ideal dimension). Therefore, a
minimum diameter of 100 and a maximum of 101 would be within 1 mm, as would a
minimum of 99 and a maximum of 100, and a minimum of 99.5 and a maximum of
100.5. Examples of uses: It is usual to specify ± tolerances where a specific ideal size is
critical, for example the size of a hole for a bolt. In this case, if the hole is too narrow (too
far below the ideal size) the bolt will not fit into it. If the hole is too wide (too far above
the ideal size), the bolt will not fit tightly enough.

Tolerance : example

‘Within’ is often used when specifying tolerances for concrete floor surfaces. In 
this case, the important issue is the total amount of variation between the highest 
and lowest points on the surface of the floor (which determines how smooth the 
floor is). A tight tolerance can also be referred to as a close tolerance. The opposite of a 

tight tolerance is a loose tolerance. Tight and loose tolerances are relative, 

depending on the situation. For example, in concreting, ± 1 mm would be 

considered a tight tolerance(extremely accurate and difficult to achieve, given the 

material), whereas in many metalworking applications, ± 1 mm would be 

considered a loose tolerance, as metal can be machined to within a few 

hundredths of a millimeters. 
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slab= the block of concrete that makes up a floor. It can be laid on the ground or 

supported by beams and columns to form the higher storeys of a building – structural 

engineers refer to this type as a suspended slab 

warehouse= a building used for storing large quantities of goods 

Automated Guided Vehicles= driverless vehicles which operate in warehouses and factories 

high bay warehouse= tall warehouse, approx. 30 meters high, with multiple levels of racks 

for storing pallets 

amplified= made greater 

Do task 7a at home 

Do task 7b & 7c 

Do task 7b 

diameter: the maximum width of a circle

radius: the distance from the centre of a circle to its circumference (half the 
diameter) 

Describing design phases and procedures 

A design process is the development of a design. A typical design starts with a design 

brief, which states the design objectives.  Initial ideas are then put together as rough 

sketches. These are then developed into preliminary drawings, which are more detailed 

and are often drawn to scale. The preliminary drawings are then developed, incorporating 

comments from different members of the design team, consultants and the client. Once 

the design has been sufficiently developed, working drawings are produced.  These are 

then used for manufacturing /assembly/construction. Frequently, working drawings are 

revised (changed) during this latter phase, in order to resolve technical problems 

encountered during manufacturing/assembly/construction. 

You could look at the meaning of some of the terms in Exercise 10a in 
more detail. 
• set of = collection/group 

• I attach / Please find attached / Attached are/is = commonly used phrases in emails, when sending 
attachments            

• hard copy = printed paper copy 

• contractor = a company that has been employed for a project/contract 

• fabrication = making something / putting something together 

• kick-off meeting = a meeting to get started 

• queries = questions 

• submitted = sent officially 

• Please note that = commonly used phrase in correspondence and refers to some important information
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Do task 10a 

Answers 

1 design information (at different stages of the design process) 

2 sketches, design brief, revised/amended drawing, superseded drawing, 

preliminary drawing, working drawing, summary/notes 

Do task 10b

Do task 10c

Do task 10d

Resolving design problems 

Do task 12 

Often conflicting (different) information is shown on different 
drawings. On one drawing, the dimensions of a component may not 
correspond with those shown on a related drawing. Clashes are 
another common problem – different drawings may show different 
components in the same position within an assembly, meaning the 
assembly will not fit together as designed. Key dimensions and 
assembly details may also be missing from the set of drawings, 
leaving the production with inadequate information 

Extension activity: more vocabulary : look at the meaning of some of the terms in 
Exercise 13a. 

cable tray = narrow metal deck suspended from a ceiling or fixed to a wall which 
supports several cables. 

ductwork = collective term for ducts/ducting – large-section pipes with circular or 
square profiles for carrying air, or a protective cover for cables or hoses 

Grid D14 = in the designs of large structures a grid is often superimposed on plan 
drawings to allow elements and installations to be located relative to the gridlines –
usually, the vertical gridlines are labeled with numbers and the horizontal gridlines 
are labelled with letters 

black bolts = a term used in civil engineering to describe ordinary bolts High Strength

Friction Grip (HSFG) bolts = bolts which compress steel plates together so tightly that 
the plates are held together purely by the friction generated between the surfaces of 
the plates. This means that an HSFG bolt is not subjected to shear force (a scissoring 
action) 

Do task 13a

Answers task 13a

1 Design problems and solutions 

2 A query is a question. An instruction is an explanation of what to do / official 
permission to do something. 

3 Written follow-up is important in order to keep a record for contractual/ financial 
purposes. 
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• Do task 13b 

• Do task 13c 

• Extension activity: queries and instructions 

Change the words and phrases in bold using the words and phrases in the boxes, in 
order to make the queries and instructions sound more professional. 

clarify              confirm      conflicting        discrepancy               disregard             following  

CONTRACTOR’S QUERY No. 867 

(1) After our telephone conversation today, we note that there is a (2) difference 
between dwgs 76E and 78E, which indicate (3) different dimensions for the width of 
the roof opening. Please (4) make it clear which dimension is correct. 

ENGINEER’S INSTRUCTION

We (5) can tell you the correct dimension is on dwg 76E. Please (6) forget about the 
dims on dwg 78E. 

Do task 14a 

Answers 

See audioscript 4.6 on page 89 

Do task 14b 

Useful links 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Plan_view   

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Elevation_(view) 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Cross_section_(geometry) 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Exploded_view 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Schematic 
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